Abstract-This paper proposes an approach to design sliding mode control for a class of uncertain nonlinear systems, where the uncertainty is a norm bounded type. Firstly, we choose the sliding surface which gives a good behaviour during sliding mode. It is formulated as an assignment of the poles of uncertain nonlinear system in a convex optimization area. Secondly, we design a nonlinear control law leading the state trajectory on the sliding surface in a finite time. A numerical application of inverted pendulum is given to validate the theoretical results of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sliding mode control of uncertain systems is a main challenge of modern automatic [1] - [2] - [3] . This command belongs to class of variable structure control (VSC) [10] . This latter, is characterized by its robustness and its simplicity of implementation. Many approaches based on sliding mode control have been proposed to treat several control problems such as the uncertain systems with uncertainties type norm bounded [4] , and [5] - [6] have been proposed a new approach for linear systems with the same type of uncertainty. However, little number of works has been proposed on the sliding mode control of nonlinear systems based on Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model [7] - [8] . In this paper, new sliding mode control for nonlinear systems with uncertainties parametric type norm bounded using T-S fuzzy models have been proposed. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the problem formulation is given. The proposed approach is detailed in section III and IV. A numerical example will be treated to validate the theoretical concepts is presented in section V. Finally, section VI summarizes the important features of proposed approach.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The global operation of a nonlinear dynamic system can be divided into several local linear operating regions. A fuzzy dynamic model has been proposed by Takagi and Sugeno to interpolate locally linear input/output relations via membership functions for nonlinear systems [9] . This fuzzy dynamic model is described by fuzzy If-Then rules and will be employed here to approximate the dynamics of a nonlinear system. Consider the following fuzzy system to model a complex system: 
Using the weighted average fuzzy inferences approach, we obtain the following global fuzzy state space model: (
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Let us consider a continuous linear uncertain system described by:
Δ is the uncertainty of norm-bounded type written as (6) and (8), we get:
As a result, the dynamics
describes the motion on the sliding surface which is independent of the actual value of the control and depends only on the choice of the matrix i C .
III. DESIGN OF THE SLIDING SURFACE
The canonical form used in [13] for VSC design can be extended to uncertain systems in order to select the gain matrix i C . 
If the transformed state is partitioned as
Then the system is given by 
, ,
The functions f and g represent the uncertainties in the system. Well they satisfy the following assumptions conditions: Condition1:
⋅ and ( ) σ ⋅ denote the 2-norm and the largest singular value, respectively. Assumption 4: i i C B non singular implies that i C must also be non singular and the condition defining the sliding mode is:
with i F is matrix of dimension ( -) m n m × and the order of the uncertain system is ( -) n m . The sliding mode is governed by the following system equations
where 2 y is a feedback control. The closed loop system is ( ) 
n m left-half-plane eigen-values. The performance can be easily taken into account via root clustering with LMI concept. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition in order to determine the gain matrix i F such that the closed-loop uncertain system poles are in the sector ( , ) σ θ Ω . u , which has the following form:
where ,
L N and M are an appropriate matrix. ρ is a design parameter and δ is a smoothing parameter.
Starting from the transformed state 1, 2, 
The transformed system is given by 
From conditions (1) and (2), the transformed uncertainty functions i f and i g have to satisfy the following conditions: Condition 3:
Condition 4:
( ) 
and taking
Using equation (27), the following equation can be obtained:
and then, the existence of 2, 2 ( ) 0 i V z < is provided.
Finally, using i T et 2,i T , we find ( )
V. NUMERICAL APPLICATION Let us consider the problem of the tracking on an inverted pendulum with a cart. The nonlinear system is given by the following equations [11] : The Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model of inverted pendulum with a cart is described as follows [12] :
The figure 1 shows the triangular membership functions used in this example. The nonlinear system is modeled as follows:
We simulated 3 experimental cases: case 1, case 2 and case 3.
In case 1, we present the result obtained without uncertainty.
The parameters defining the regions LMI to determine the gain i F are:
Using LMI feasibility problem (24) to (25), the MATLAB LMI Toolbox solver after 26 iterations, gives Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show the robustness of the proposed sliding mode control law without uncertainty. In cases 2 and 3, we analyze the robustness of our approach taking into account the parametric uncertainty being norm bounded. We take the same simulation conditions of the case 1 (ideal case). We introduced variations in the mass of cart of +40% and +90% for cases 2 and 3, respectively. Faced with a variation of 40% of the mass of the cart, we obtain to { } According to the paces we notice that the behavior of the system in both cases 2 and 3 (response of ideal system or with parametric variations) is almost similar which compiles robustness of the sliding mode control towards the parametric variations.
VI. CONCLUSION
A sliding mode control design approach for nonlinear-time invariant systems affected by uncertain parametric norm bounded type has been proposed in this paper. The first step consists in the synthesis of the sliding surface which gives a good behavior during the sliding mode. It corresponds to the study of the problem of existence. In the second step, a nonlinear control scheme is introduced. It provides a bounded motion about the ideal sliding mode. Numerical simulations have been presented showing the efficiency and the robustness of the proposed method.
